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Ferruccio Lamborghini. La sﬁda, l'avventura, la Miura
Forse non tutti sanno che in Italia...
Newton Compton Editori Curiosità, storie inedite, misteri, aneddoti storici e luoghi sconosciuti del Belpaese «Italia, Italia! Di terra bella e uguale non ce n’è». Come si può dar torto a
Mino Reitano che ha celebrato l’unicità del Belpaese in una delle sue più famose canzoni. L’Italia è bella in ogni angolo, è la patria della storia e della cultura, il regno dell’arte e
delle tradizioni. Il cuore dell’artigianato e della gastronomia. Ma accanto a ciò che è noto, visto, vissuto, ogni regione nasconde qualcosa di insolito, curioso, misterioso, al di fuori
dei percorsi standard e dei luoghi convenzionali. Qualcosa che aﬀascina per la sua peculiarità e quindi da osservare con uno sguardo attento, da apprezzare attraverso le piccole
cose, le persone, gli aneddoti. Questo libro è un viaggio da Nord a Sud attraverso lo stivale, che vi conquisterà, incuriosirà e stupirà svelando tutto quello che “forse non sapevate”,
“forse non vi aspettate di trovare” e che, invece, ﬁnirete per amare. Forse non tutti sanno che in Italia... ...A Imperia esiste la dimora del più grande clown della storia ...L’orologio
della torre di Lucca ha ancora il meccanismo di carica manuale ...Si parla ancora l’“arbëreshe” a San Costantino Albanese (PZ) ...Solo una torre guarda tutte le altre a Carovigno (BR)
...A Milano c’è ancora la vigna di Leonardo da Vinci ...La città felsinea (Bologna) deve la sua ricchezza all’acqua ...Esiste lo Spielberg dell’Irpinia a Montefusco (AV) ...A Catania si
deve girare con lo sguardo all’insù Isa Grassanoè giornalista professionista freelance. Collabora con numerose riviste, tra cui «I Viaggi» e «il Venerdì» di «la Repubblica»,
«Cosmopolitan», «Gioia», «Marco Polo», «Viaggi del Gusto Magazine», «Elle».

The book of the Lamborghini Murciélago
Veloce Publishing Ltd The wedge-shaped V12 Lamborghini ﬂagships were always spectacular – in shape, sound and performance.The Murciélago was an evolution of the Countach and
the Diablo, and was as iconic in its time as its illustrious predecessors were in theirs. This book examines the Murcielago in detail, while casting a look back through Lamborghini’s
troubled history, to understand how the Murciélago came into being. Ferrucio Lamborghini, Patrick Minram, Megatech, Chrysler, and ﬁnally VW-Audi, all played their part in the birth
of this modern classic. The book touches on the people and organisations involved in the production of this iconic car, before examining each of the model variants, and discusses
the joys and tribulations of ownership.

Lamborghini Murcielago
Veloce Publishing The wedge-shaped V12 Lamborghini ﬂagships were always spectacular – in shape, sound and performance. The Murciélago was an evolution of the Countach and the
Diablo, and was as iconic in its time as its illustrious predecessors were in theirs. This book examines the Murcielago in detail, while casting a look back through Lamborghini’s
troubled history, to understand how the Murciélago came into being. Ferrucio Lamborghini, Patrick Minram, Megatech, Chrysler, and ﬁnally VW-Audi, all played their part in the birth
of this modern classic. The book touches on the people and organisations before examining each of the model variants, and discusses the joys and tribulations of ownership.
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The Hanoverian Dimension in British History, 1714–1837
Cambridge University Press For more than 120 years (1714–1837) Great Britain was linked to the German Electorate, later Kingdom, of Hanover through Personal Union. This made
Britain a continental European state in many respects, and diluted her sense of insular apartness. The geopolitical focus of Britain was now as much on Germany, on the Elbe and
the Weser as it was on the Channel or overseas. At the same time, the Hanoverian connection was a major and highly controversial factor in British high politics and popular political
debate. This volume was the ﬁrst systematically to explore the subject by a team of experts drawn from the UK, US and Germany. They integrate the burgeoning specialist literature
on aspects of the Personal Union into the broader history of eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century Britain. Never before had the impact of the Hanoverian connection on British
politics, monarchy and the public sphere, been so thoroughly investigated.

Robert Crumb's Sex Obsessions
Taschen Somehow the Devil Got Me! The ﬁlthiest fruit of Robert Crumb's fertile imagination From the very beginning, even before the sexual revolution made Robert Crumb the
world's most celebrated underground cartoonist, he felt compelled to commit his sexual fantasies to paper. Once upon a time, he'd destroy them, fearful of others discovering his
quirky tastes. Then he found that baring his soul provided a sort of therapy, and he has memorialized his every desire since. Crumb's personal selection of these works ﬁrst
appeared in 2007 in a gorgeous, but pricey, TASCHEN Collector's Edition, complete with slipcase, lithographic print, and many strips hand-colored by Crumb himself. Now, this
compact edition is oﬀering the same high-quality obsession at a bargain price! This compendium includes the strips My Troubles With Women, If I Were a King, A Bitchin' Bod, and
How To Have Fun With a Strong Girl, as well as 60 single page drawings. Recurring motifs include big strong girls, artistic wimps triumphantly subduing said girls, cavewomen, Yetis,
vulture demonesses, bitter little guys, and did we mention big strong girls?

L'americano. Tom Tjaarda a Torino 1958-2017
Waterworlds
Anthropology in Fluid Environments
Berghahn Books In one form or another, water participates in the making and unmaking of people’s lives, practices, and stories. Contributors’ detailed ethnographic work analyzes the
union and mutual shaping of water and social lives. This volume discusses current ecological disturbances and engages in a world where unbounded relationalities and unsettled
frames of orientation mark the lives of all, anthropologists included. Water emerges as a ﬂuid object in more senses than one, challenging anthropologists to foreground the
mutable character of their objects of study and to responsibly engage with the generative role of cultural analysis.

Alfa Romeo From 1910 to 2010
Giorgio Nada Editore Exactly 100 years ago in 1910 at Portello on the outskirts of Milan, a new company was established in the still young world of motoring of the period: Alfa Romeo.
A name which, in those 100 years, has become synonymous with cars, so important has its presence been both on the industrial and sports fronts as well as culturally. In this long
period of time, the celebrated Italian marque brought to life cars that have entered by right into the history of the automobile and not only that of Italy, like the 1900, the Giulietta
and the Giulia. Yet at the same time the company was able to write its own unrepeatable pages in the annuals of motor sport, winning all the most important races: from the Mille
Miglia to Le Mans, from the Tourist Trophy to the World Sports Car Championship. An epic about which just almost everything has been written; but this volume by a great authority
on the subject in Maurizio Tabucchi aims to be a tribute to this tremendous story, told above all by pictures, many of them previously unpublished, and supported by brief but
exhaustive texts.
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Pink Pavilion
Mondadori Electa Il Pink Pavillon è l'oggetto più immaginiﬁco e ﬁabesco che si è potuto ammirare in Triennale Bovisa. Una creatura lieve, dai capelli d'ulivo, Una casetta che sembra
fatta di marzapane, dalla quale ti aspetti che da un momento all'altro escano fate, streghe, folletti; un mondo della fantasia racchiuso in un ediﬁcio che è diﬃcile immaginare più
moderno e al tempo stesso oiù antico, più vicino agli esseri umani, alla loro storia e alla loro natura.

Of Fear and Strangers
A History of Xenophobia
Yale University Press Over the last few years, it has been impossible to ignore the steady resurgence of xenophobia. The European migrant crisis and immigration from Central America
to the United States have placed Western advocates of globalization on the defensive, and a 'New Xenophobia' seems to have emerged out of nowhere. In this fascinating study,
George Makari traces the history of xenophobia from its origins to the present day. Often perceived as an ancient word for a timeless problem, 'xenophobia' was in fact only coined a
century ago, tied to heated and formative Western debates over nationalism, globalization, race and immigration. From Richard Wright to Sigmund Freud, Jean-Paul Sartre and
Simone de Beauvoir, writers and thinkers have long grappled with this most dangerous of phobias. Drawing on their work, Makari demonstrates how we can better understand the
problem that is so crucial to our troubled times.

Dying to Know You
Random House Struggling through his dyslexia to try to fulﬁll his girlfriend Fiorella's request for a letter revealing his secret self, eighteen-year-old Karl asks Fiorella's favorite author
for help, and he agrees only if Karl will submit to a series of interviews, which prove helpful to both men.

Pininfarina
90 Anni / 90 Years
Giorgio NADA Editore On the occasion of the 90th anniversary of Pininfarina, a marque synonymous with style and elegance applied to car design, Pininfarina is a book that surveys,
for the ﬁrst time, the entire output of the Turin coachbuilder, model by model. Produced in close collaboration with the company, it draws on invaluable photographic material
accompanying brief contextualising texts. Tracing the history of Pininfarina from its origins to the present day entails reviewing some of the most iconic models in automotive
history: from the numerous Ferraris bodied by the historic partner of the Maranello ﬁrm to cars such as the Cisitalia 202, the Lancia Aurelia, the Alfa Romeo Duetto and 164, the
Maserati GranTurismo through to the current models born under the aegis of the Indian ﬁrm Mahindra. The book also covers the numerous Pininfarina concept cars that have
written glorious pages in the history of design, raising the bar every time in terms of the excellence of the car product.

Stigmata
Fantagraphics Books A stunningly illustrated metaphysical thriller by theEuropean titan.
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2008 Report, Child Abandonment
An Emergency
Franco Angeli

Animal Migration
Cambridge University Press

Hairy Tales and Nursery Crimes
Collins

No Picnic on Mount Kenya
Hachette UK A rediscovered mountaineering classic and the extraordinary true story of a daring escape up Mount Kenya by three prisoners of war. When the clouds covering Mount
Kenya part one morning to reveal its towering peaks for the ﬁrst time, prisoner of war Felice Benuzzi is transﬁxed. The tedium of camp life is broken by the beginnings of a sudden
idea - an outrageous, dangerous, brilliant idea. There are not many people who would break out of a P.O.W. camp, trek for days across perilous terrain before climbing the north
face of Mount Kenya with improvised equipment, meagre rations, and with a picture of the mountain on a tin of beef among their more accurate guides. There are probably fewer
still who would break back in to the camp on their return. But this is the remarkable story of three such men. No Picnic on Mount Kenya is a powerful testament to the human spirit
of revolt and adventure in even the darkest of places. "The history of mountaineering can hardly present a parallel to this mad but thrilling escapade" - Saturday Review "A most
extraordinary prisoner-of-war and escape story" - New Yorker "A mad venture and a gallant tribute to man's deep yearning for freedom" - Kirkus Reviews "The book crackles with
the same dry humour as its title. It contains the prison-yard bartering and candlelight stitching that mark a classic jailbreak yarn; the encounters with wild beasts in Mount Kenya's
forest belt are as gripping, and the descriptions of sparkling glaciers as awe-inspiring, as any passage in the great exploration diaries of the early 20th century" - The Economist

The Shadow of the Vulture
Read Books Ltd This early work by Robert E. Howard was originally published in the 1934 and we are now republishing it with a brand new introductory biography. 'The Shadow of the
Vulture' is set in the 16th century and introduces the now famous character Red Sonya. Robert Ervin Howard was born in Peaster, Texas in 1906. During his youth, his family moved
between a variety of Texan boomtowns, and Howard – a bookish and somewhat introverted child – was steeped in the violent myths and legends of the Old South. At ﬁfteen Howard
began to read the pulp magazines of the day, and to write more seriously. The December 1922 issue of his high school newspaper featured two of his stories, 'Golden Hope
Christmas' and 'West is West'. In 1924 he sold his ﬁrst piece – a short caveman tale titled 'Spear and Fang' – for $16 to the not-yet-famous Weird Tales magazine. Howard's most
famous character, Conan the Cimmerian, was a barbarian-turned-King during the Hyborian Age, a mythical period of some 12,000 years ago. Conan featured in seventeen Weird
Tales stories between 1933 and 1936 which is why Howard is now regarded as having spawned the 'sword and sorcery' genre. The Conan stories have since been adapted many
times, most famously in the series of ﬁlms starring Arnold Schwarzenegger.
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Caravaggio: The palette and the sword
Dark Horse Comics "Chronicling the pleasures and struggles of Michelangelo Merisi (who the world would come to know as Caravaggio) during the painter's early years in Rome, this
seminal work is Manara's love letter to his idol--one of the most revered and inﬂuential artists in history. Filled with striking and timeless artwork, this hardcover is the ﬁrst Englishlanguage edition of another modern Manara masterpiece"--

Sex & Danger in Buenos Aires
Prostitution, Family, and Nation in Argentina
U of Nebraska Press A study of prostitution necessarily examines questions of power, class, gender, and public health. In Sex and Danger in Buenos Aires these questions combine with
particular force. During most of the time covered in this provocative book, from the late nineteenth century well into the twentieth, prostitution was legal in Argentina. Fears and
anxieties concerning the eﬀect of female sexual commerce on family and nation were rampant. Donna J. Guy looks at many aspects of the debate that followed an escalating demand
for prostitutes by Argentines and European immigrants. She discusses the widespread fear of white slavery, the merits of medically supervised municipal houses of prostitution, the
rights of local governments to restrict the civil liberties of citizens and foreigners, the censorship of literature and music dealing with the plight of prostitutes, and the potential
criminality of unsupervised working women who might abandon their families. Guy also describes attempts to deal with female prostitution: rehabilitation, modiﬁcations of
municipal bordello laws, and medical programs to prevent the spread of venereal disease. She makes clear that the treatment of "marginal" women by liberal politicians and doctors
helped promoted policies of repression and censorship that would later be extended to other unacceptable social groups. Her study of how both local and national government in
Argentina dealt with these women reveals important links between gender, politics, and economics.

King Kong
Perfect Commando Productions What mysteries does the world still hold? That is what the great adventurous ﬁlm maker Denham seeks, as he enlists the crew of the tramp freighter the
Wanderer and a young actress on his latest exploit. A journey in which only he knows where they are going. A place forgotten by time were the human inhabitants have fallen back
into savagery, but still maintain a mysterious ancient wall to protect themselves from what roams the interior of Skull Mountain Island. Creatures so fantastic modern man believes
them to have all past into the pages of history, but this troupe of daring adventures is about to ﬁnd that it's money, and adventure, and fame, it's the thrill of a lifetime will lead to
more than they ever expected in this timeless classic tale that set the standard for all that followed it, in this digital edition of the original 1932 novelization by Deloes W. Lovelace,
with new cover and illustrations.

La Fiat-Lingotto
Un'architettura Torinese D'avanguardia
Semiotics, Marketing and Communication
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Beneath the Signs, the Strategies
Palgrave Macmillan Semiotics, or the study of signs, plays an increasingly important role within marketing as a guide to psychological and social aspects of communication. Jean-Marie
Floch provides an introduction to the potential oﬀered by a semiotic approach to a variety of marketing and communication problems or situations. Key semiotic concepts and
principles are gradually introduced using real life studies.

Alfa Romeo GTA
Manituana
Verso Books 1775—The conﬂict between the British Empire and the American colonies erupts in all-out war. Rebels and loyalists to the British Crown compete for an alliance with the
Six Nations of the Iroquois, the most powerful Indian confederation, boasting a constitution hundreds of years old. In the Mohawk River Valley, Native Americans and colonists have
co-existed for generations. But as the thunder of war approaches and the United States struggles violently into existence, old bonds are broken, friends and families are split by
betrayal, and this mixed community is riven by hatred and resentment. To save his threatened world, the Mohawk war chief Joseph Brant sets oﬀ in a restless journey that will take
him from New York to the salons of Georgian London at the heart of the British Empire.

The Euro
The Battle for the New Global Currency
Yale University Press This book is the ﬁrst comprehensive political and economic account of the birth and development of the Euro. Today the Euro is the supranational currency for
sixteen European countries and the world's second-largest reserve currency. David Marsh tells the story of the rivalries, intrigues, and deal making that brought about a currency
for Europe, and he analyzes the achievements and shortcomings of its ﬁrst decade of existence. While the Euro represents a remarkable triumph of political will, great pressures are
building on the single currency. Drawing on more than 100 interviews with leading ﬁgures associated with the Euro, and scores of secret documents from international archives,
Marsh underscores the Euro's importance for the global economy, in particular for U.S. and British economic and political agendas. Hidden facts and fresh insights from The Euro -How the legacy of France and Germany's tortuous relations aﬀects the Euro--Why the United Kingdom is unlikely to accept the Euro before 2025--The impact on the Euro of the U.S.
credit crisis--How the Euro has rebounded against the aspirations of its founders--How Italy and Spain have massively lost competitiveness--Why radical changes must be adopted to
prevent a European upheaval

Emus Can't Run Backwards
Blurb Emu is a lovely bird, but she has one big problem. She can't run backwards! Follow Emu on her journey as she learns how a little creativity can help you solve the unsolvable.

Samurai Bondage
An illustrated guide to Samurai bondage. A translation of various 18th 20th century manuals about rope binding used by Samurai when taking prisoners.
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Nacha Regules (Classic Reprint)
Forgotten Books Excerpt from Nacha Regules AN August night! Hot with the fever of her adolescence as a national capital, Buenos Aires was ablaze with millions of lights and rejoicing
in noisy revelry. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction
of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority
of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.

Stop-motion Workshop. Second Level. The Puppet
Ending the Terror
The French Revolution After Robespierre
Cambridge University Press A major assessment of a crucial moment in the history of the French Revolution - the fall of Robespierre in July 1794.

The Bertone Collection
Dinner with Darwin
Food, Drink, and Evolution
University of Chicago Press What do eggs, ﬂour, and milk have in common? They form the basis of crepes of course, but they also each have an evolutionary purpose. Eggs, seeds (from
which ﬂour is derived by grinding) and milk are each designed by evolution to nourish oﬀspring. Everything we eat has an evolutionary history. Grocery shelves and restaurant
menus are bounteous evidence of evolution at work, though the label on the poultry will not remind us of this with a Jurassic sell-by date, nor will the signs in the produce aisle
betray the fact that corn has a 5,000 year history of artiﬁcial selection by pre-Colombian Americans. Any shopping list, each recipe, every menu and all ingredients can be used to
create culinary and gastronomic magic, but can also each tell a story about natural selection, and its inﬂuence on our plates--and palates. Join in for multiple courses, for a tour of
evolutionary gastronomy that helps us understand the shape of our diets, and the trajectories of the foods that have been central to them over centuries--from spirits to spices. This
literary repast also looks at the science of our interaction with foods and cooking--the sights, the smells, the tastes. The menu has its eclectic components, just as any chef is
entitled. But while it is not a comprehensive work which might risk gluttony, this is more than an amuse bouche, and will leave every reader hungry for more.

The Blind Rider
In this novel, which Juan Goytisolo has said will be his last, a melancholy, angry old man reviews the precious moments of his life amid the disasters of contemporary history. Years
of love end with the death of his wife: their ﬂat, furniture and CDs go, even memories fade. He remembers tender moments with his mother, who was killed in a bomb-blast
unleashed by Fascists on Barcelona, the town he was born in. Together they would look at the stars and identify the brightest constellations. For the narrator, the ideal writer is
Tolstoy, an enlightened artistocrat who wished to free his serfs and bring up his children with progressive, humanist principles. Tolstoy s characters embody dreams of a more
intense, varied life: through them, the narrator discovers that freedom only exists in books. Like the books of W.G.Sebald and Italo Calvino, Blind Rider is a ﬁctional memoir that
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spans a history of the last ﬁfty years. Tender at a personal level, it is at a political level an angry rant at God s lack of humanity: it conﬁrms Goytisolo s position as one of the most
committed writers of our time.

Jaguar Mks 1 and 2, S-Type and 420
Crowood Press UK A history of all four generations of compact Jaguar, and their Daimler equivalents, tracing the gradual development of Sir William Lyons' original idea over a period
between 1955 and 1969. From the powerful, luxury MK 1 and 2 cars to the 4.2-litre 420, this book covers design, devleopment and styling; special-bodied variants; racing
performance; buying and owning a compact Jaguar saloon model and, ﬁnally, speciﬁcations and production ﬁgures.

I Know I'm In There Somewhere
Penguin Based on her work with over a thousand women across the country, psychologist Helene G. Brenner has learned that women feel the impulse to accommodate, adapt and
mold themselves to serve others at their own expense. Her solution is an invigorating new approach to women's psychology. The key to transformation, she explains, is not selfimprovement, but self-acceptance—aﬃrming and validating what we truly feel and experience and who we already are. Dr. Brenner shows women how to discover and express what
they truly want and value, guiding you toward your own Inner Voice. I Know I’m In There Somewhere will show you: - How to embrace, rather than ﬁx, the Inner Voice that has been
there all along - How to distinguish the Outer Voices (the expectations of the people around you) from Your Inner Voice (the voice of your true self that goes beyond intuition and
guides you wisely towards what is right for you) - What to do when you feel that the essence of who you are is being stiﬂed by external demands and expectations

Renzo Piano
The Art of Making Buildings
One of the world's most renowned architects, Renzo Piano was born in Genoa in 1937 into a family of Italian builders. He is responsible for such iconic landmarks as the Shard in
London, the Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris and the Whitney Museum of American Art in New York. The Renzo Piano Building Workshop, based in Paris and Genoa, fosters this
spirit of collaboration and mentoring, and continues to pioneer groundbreaking architecture that challenges and inspires. This book, which accompanies an exhibition at the Royal
Academy of Arts, provides an intimate look at the life and work of a man who believes passionately that architecture should make a positive contribution to people and place. An
exclusive interview with Piano himself introduces this publication, before a series of texts by major ﬁgures from the worlds of culture, engineering and building, including the Oscarwinning actor and director Roberto Benigni, the artist Susumu Shingu and the architect Richard Rogers, Piano's co-designer of the Centre Georges Pompidou.

The Boy Who Could Change the World
The Writings of Aaron Swartz
The New Press In his too-short life, Aaron Swartz reshaped the Internet, questioned our assumptions about intellectual property, and touched all of us in ways that we may not even
realize. His tragic suicide in 2013 at the age of twenty-six after being aggressively prosecuted for copyright infringement shocked the nation and the world. Here for the ﬁrst time in
print is revealed the quintessential Aaron Swartz: besides being a technical genius and a passionate activist, he was also an insightful, compelling, and cutting essayist. With a
technical understanding of the Internet and of intellectual property law surpassing that of many seasoned professionals, he wrote thoughtfully and humorously about intellectual
property, copyright, and the architecture of the Internet. He wrote as well about unexpected topics such as pop culture, politics both electoral and idealistic, dieting, and
lifehacking. Including three in-depth and previously unpublished essays about education, governance, and cities,The Boy Who Could Change the World contains the life’s work of
one of the most original minds of our time.
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Domesticated: Evolution in a Man-Made World
W. W. Norton & Company “An essential read for anyone interested in the stories of the animals in our home or on our plate.”—BBC Focus Without our domesticated plants and animals,
human civilization as we know it would not exist. We would still be living at subsistence level as hunter-gatherers if not for domestication. It is no accident that the cradle of
civilization—the Middle East—is where sheep, goats, pigs, cattle, and cats commenced their fatefully intimate association with humans. Before the agricultural revolution, there
were perhaps 10 million humans on earth. Now there are more than 7 billion of us. Our domesticated species have also thrived, in stark contrast to their wild ancestors. In a humanconstructed environment—or man-made world—it pays to be domesticated. Domestication is an evolutionary process ﬁrst and foremost. What most distinguishes domesticated
animals from their wild ancestors are genetic alterations resulting in tameness, the capacity to tolerate close human proximity. But selection for tameness often results in a host of
seemingly unrelated by-products, including ﬂoppy ears, skeletal alterations, reduced aggression, increased sociality, and reduced brain size. It's a package deal known as the
domestication syndrome. Elements of the domestication syndrome can be found in every domesticated species—not only cats, dogs, pigs, sheep, cattle, and horses but also more
recent human creations, such as domesticated camels, reindeer, and laboratory rats. That domestication results in this suite of changes in such a wide variety of mammals is a
fascinating evolutionary story, one that sheds much light on the evolutionary process in general. We humans, too, show signs of the domestication syndrome, which some believe
was key to our evolutionary success. By this view, human evolution parallels the evolution of dogs from wolves, in particular. A natural storyteller, Richard C. Francis weaves history,
archaeology, and anthropology to create a fascinating narrative while seamlessly integrating the most cutting-edge ideas in twenty-ﬁrst-century biology, from genomics to evodevo.
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